GROUPE DE TRAVAIL N° 3 - NORMALISATION

Rapport

Corrigendum

Page 3 Paragraphe 13, quatrième ligne à partir de la fin. Au lieu de "article 26", lire "article 21".

Page 17 Note 1. Au lieu de "paragraphe b)", lire "paragraphe 1)".

Page 23 Article 21, note 1. Lire i) et ii) au lieu de a) et b).
GROUP 3 ON STANDARDS

Report

Corrigendum

Page 3 Paragraph 13, fourth line from the end. For "Section 26", read "Section 21".

Page 9 Section 2(j), second line. Delete "or participants".
Section 2(x), first line. Delete "or participants".

Page 10 Section 4(x), second line. For "shall remain subject to the provisions", read "shall fulfil the provisions".

Page 14 Section 9(d)(vi). For "such systems", read "such system".

Section 10. Delete the comma after the words "voluntary standards" in second line and insert a comma after the words "Section 9" in third line.

Page 16 Section 13(g)(ii), second line. For "purpose", read "objective".
Footnote 1. "paragraph (b)" should read "paragraph (l)".

Page 17 Section 13(j), first line. For "arrangements", read "arrangement".

Page 18 Section 15, last line. For "paragraph 13(e)", read "Section 13(e)".
Section 16, title. For "quality assurance system", read "quality assurance systems".

Page 20 Section 17(g), last line. For "membership of", read "membership or".

Page 21 Section 21(a), second line. For "other adherents", read "other adherent".

Page 22 Section 12, footnote 1. The sub-paragraphs should be numbered (i) and (ii) rather than (a) and (b).

Page 26 Definition 14. For "standard of different countries", read "standards of different countries".
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